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AIMS
Give students a platform to be heard

Create a clear image of the student
experience in the housing crisis

Collect meaningful and powerful data to
lobby for change 

INTRODUCTION The UL Student Life (ULSL) Accommodation Survey was
conducted in an effort to create a clearer image of the
experiences of University of Limerick students who are
facing the fall out of the housing crisis. By encapsulating
their experience, UL Student Life and the 2022 Student
Officer team aim to take the first steps in carving a path
forward through the crisis for our students. 

The survey captures the experiences of all students;
commuter students, students currently seeking
accommodation and those who have secured
accommodation. The survey has a variety of questions
depending on the experiences of students as well as a
platform for students to make suggestions on carving a
path forward



The Figures
13/09/2022 -29/09/2022

1233 student responses 16 Days

Secured Accommodation 
56.7%

Still Seeking Accommodation
28.1%

Commuter Student
15.2%

91.2% Undergraduate & 8.8% Postgraduate

we asked students
'Do you currently have accommodation for the 22/23 academic year '



Once students had determined their status, as seen in the last pie chart, the
survey presented specific questions to each cohort. 

Students who have secured accommodation 

Student Specific Accom
40.7%

Digs
10.9%

Private Rental Accommodation
48.4%

what type of accommodation are you living in ? 

How difficult was the process of finding accommodation? 
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Is your accommodation of adequate living standards ? 

Very easy Very difficult

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

25% 

20% 

15% 

10% 

5% 

0% 

Very goodVery poor

How much rent do you pay monthly?

€300-4
00

€350-€
400

€400-€
450

€450-€
500

€500-€
550

€550-€
600

€600-€
650

€650-€
70

0

€70
0+

20% 

15% 

10% 

5% 

0% 

How much of a deposit did you have to pay to secure your accommodation ? 

1 Months Rent 
66.3%

Other 
22.4%

2 Months Rent 
11.3%



What kind of room do you live in? 

If student accommodation was more affordable would you avail of it?

How can UL Student Life support you with accommodation i.e. campaigns, services, etc  ? 

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Single Occupancy Room 

Shared Room  

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Yes 

No 

''Build more accommodation''

''Advocate for UL
accommodation to be

cheaper, it is
unnecessarily difficult

for most students to
afford at the moment''

''By making sure accommodation is
livable''

''By listening to students
voices and not allowing more
students into the university

when there is no
accommodation to be availed

of''



Commuter Students 
Why are you commuting ?

Cannot Find Accommodation 
47.1%

Choose to Live at Home
40.8%

Other 
12.1%

How long does your commute take ? 

Less than 1hr 1-2 hours 2-3 hours 3+ hours

60% 

40% 

20% 

0% 

How do you get to college ?

0% 25% 50% 75%

Car  

Bus 

Train 

Cycle 

Car Pool 



How much does your commute cost you a week?

€40-€60
26.7%

€20-€40
26.2%

Less than €20
17.8%

€60-€80
14.1%

€80-€100
9.4%

If student accommodation was more affordable would you avail of it?

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Yes 

No 

How can UL Student life Support you with your commute i.e. campaigns, services, etc  ? 

''Fuel vouchers, more
communal spaces for

commuters to spend time in
between lectures''

''More free parking spaces on
campus and better traffic

management by the flag poles''

''More free parking  
needed immediately''

''Run direct UL buses from
town/ different parts of

limerick''



Students who are still seeking accommodation 
What are your current accommodation arrangements ? 

How difficult is the process of finding accommodation?

Temporarily commuting 
36.9%

*Homeless
26.3%

Staying with a friend
19.4%

Staying in a hotel or BnB
16%

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

80% 

60% 

40% 

20% 

0% 

Very easy Very difficult

Homelessness: lacks a fixed, regular, and adequate nighttime residence, and if they sleep in a
shelter designated for temporary living accommodations or in places not designated for human

habitation



If student accommodation was more affordable would you avail of it?

How can UL Student life Support you with your accommodation search i.e. campaigns, services, etc  ? 

What methods do you use to seek accommodation ? 

Very goodVery poor

Daft.ie
39.1%

Social media 
28.6%

Other
23.2%

Word of Mouth 
9.1%

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Yes 

No 

''Everything
possible''

'Build more
student

accommodation'

'Keep using your voices'



Findings 
This survey has highlighted some of the
main issues facing our students. Each
student has a different experience of
the housing crisis but this survey has
successfully summarised the main
impacts on the students wellbeing and
experience.The following piece will
outline some of the more interesting
trends that can be seen in the data
amongst the three key groups.  

With 28.1% of our students still seeking
accommodation and 15.2% of students
commuting, it is essential that we take a
fresh look at the approach we take in
supporting students now and into the
future. These numbers are stark but upon
further investigation, the number of
students who are essentially forced to
commute due to the lack of available
housing stock increases these figures
further. Similarly, a large proportion of
those who identified as commuter
students have stated that the reason for
their commute was simply that they are
still seeking accommodation.



Findings 
For students who have secured
accommodation, there is a clear issue
with the quality of housing stock from the
qualitative data. With almost half
(48.4%) of the students who have
successfully secured accommodation
living in private rental properties, it
shows students reliance on the wider
private rental market. The private rental
market is already under immense
pressure from the general population, so
it is integral that new student specific
options become ascertainable and
affordable.

When students who had secured
accommodation were asked “how
difficult was the process of finding
accommodation” the majority answered
on the higher end of difficulty. It was
interesting to see that even from a
cohort of students that had successfully
attained accommodation, there was still
major difficulty in doing so.

One of the most alarming figures was
that the most common rent for students
who had secured accommodation was
€700+ with 17.5% of students paying
that monthly. As seen in a recent daft.ie
report students are facing sharp
increases in rent with Limerick being one
of the highest spikes.

For students that are commuting the
figures are also concerning with 47.1% of
commuter students commuting as they
cannot find accommodation. This
highlights the true numbers of students
that are still seeking accommodation as
a result of the housing crisis 

There is also action needed to
accommodate the methods in which
these students commute. The majority of
students are commuting by car from our
survey respondents and as a result, a
new demand on car parking facilities
can be seen in the University of Limerick
but similarly across the country.
 

With this change in circumstances for so
many students it is clear that there is a
need for a fresh approach to student
spaces to accommodate commuter
students. The creation of safe,
comfortable and welcoming spaces for
students was the main request of the
qualitative research.

Students who have secured accommodation Commuter Students 



Findings 
Finally, students who are still seeking
accommodation were asked what their
current circumstances are and the
respondents provided some striking results.
Of the students who are still seeking
accommodation, 36.9% are temporarily
commuting to combat their struggles in
finding accommodation. There was also a
cohort of students, 26.5%,  that identified as
homeless and accessing emergency
accommodation. As mentioned previously
students who had secured accommodation
indicated that the process of finding
accommodation was very difficult, this was
also seen amongst students who are still
seeking accommodation. 

We asked all three cohorts of students ‘If
student accommodation was more
affordable would you avail of it?. There was
a clear answer, yes, with on average over
90% of all students who completed the
survey answering yes.

Students who have not secured accommodation 



OUR CRISIS
TIME FOR CHANGE

#USEYOURVOICE 

What is Next ? 
It’s clear from the figures and findings that
students are under immense pressure from the
challenges of securing housing. Students who
are commuting are also experiencing
difficulty in expense and quality of transport
routes to college. 

From the qualitative and quantitative data
collected from over 1200 students it is clear
that a change is needed and emergency
response to the current crisis is necessary. 


